
health care was less likelv to have had an important
impact on the prognosis, and 24 patients whose first
diagnosis was not in 1982, so that the investigation was
confined to incident cases. We have shown that
the non-retrieval of case notes was to some extent
systematic2"; in particular, deceased patients and
patients treated at teaching hospitals were under-
represented because of the difficulty of finding their
notes. Thus it may not be entirely justified to assume
that the patients whose notes were obtained were
representative of those whose notes were not. In
addition, the retrieval rate for case notes varied
systematically among health districts and hospitals and
direct evaluation of the factors responsible for variation
in survival among districts was therefore not possible.

Wallace and Harris6 reported that the three year
survival with invasive cancer of the bladder was 60%
when the duration of symptoms before treatment was
less than four weeks but that it fell to 25% when the
history was longer. This observation has not been
confirmed subsequently.2'22 Our results suggest that
patients with the worst prognosis were selected for
early treatment, and there was little evidence to suggest
that the prognosis deteriorated with increasing delay.
Similarly, the results suggest that less severe cases
in patients were selected for treatment by trainee
surgeons: after allowing for severity there was no
evidence that the grade or specialty of the surgeon had
an effect on Datient survival.

Patients received treatment over a varying period of
follow up. The analysis presented here provides a
crude summary of the use of different procedures and
their associations with survival. The results must be
interpreted cautiously, both in terms of the factors
which influence selection for treatment and in terms of
possible therapeutic effectiveness. Although adjust-
ment was made for case severity, this may not entirely
have accounted for confounding of disease severity
with treatment allocation. The separate contributions
of selection bias and therapeutic effectiveness to
associations with survival therefore cannot be clearly
quantified. Radiotherapy was used as the principal
mode oftreatment for invasive tumours. After adjusting
for severity an adverse prognosis was associated with
referral not at the first cystoscopy but later in the first
year of follow up. The extent of tumour invasion could
be classified for 15 patients in this group, 11 of these
had tumours initially classed as pTa or pTI. These
tumours might have been understaged at the initial
operation, although we did not have data to show
whether an adequate biopsy specimen containing
muscle was obtained.26 There was no evidence that the
overall prognosis was worse for the patients referred
later as the unadjusted hazard rate was similar to that
for patients referred for radiotherapy at the initial
assessment. The infrequent use of cystectomy is
consistent with the uncertainty over its use, 24 but the
results obtained suggest that further evaluation of the
use of this operation would be justified. A few patients
were treated with systemic chemotherapy, mainly in
the context of a clinical trial whose negative results
have been reported.25 The results of our study suggest
that selection for this form of treatment was an
independent marker of case severity.
The release of hospital mortality statistics in the

United States has provided a new stimulus to the
investigation of health care characteristics associated
with mortality.26 In epidemiological studies case
severity has been the most important influence on
mortality. 2 Our findings are consistent with this and
provide some reassurance that the length of delay
before treatment, the training and experience of
surgeons, and the appropriateness of the use made of
major treatment modalities were not factors which
contributed substantially to the variation of survival of

patients treated for cancer of the bladder in these two
regions. Evaluation by peer review might be more
likely to identify departures from ideal practice which
adversely affected prognosis.29 The strong dependence
ofmortality on case severity makes it a weak measure of
the quality of health care.30 Measures of outcome other
than survival are therefore needed for monitoring and
for use in clinical trials.3'
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Correction
Physiotherapy for stress urinary incontinence: a national
survey
An authors' error occurred in this paper by Jill Mantle and Eboo
Versi (30 March, p 755). The last sentence in the results section
"prognostic features" should read "On the optimistic side
'young and premenopausal' (40) were the most conimon features"
(not postmenopausal as printed).
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